
less'n'more
Stereo-SL

Oberfläche

aluminium

noir

Leuchtenfuß

blanc

gris

noir

Technical details

Pays de fabrication  Allemagne

fabricant less'n'more

concepteur less'n'more

protection IP43

Contenu de la livraison LED

aptitude de tension 110 - 240 Volt

matériel aluminium, béton

longueur de câble 275 cm

réglage de la hauteur réglable en hauteur

atténuation sur la tête de lampe

Puissance en Watt 8,4 W

LED y compris

Indice de rendu des couleurs 90

La température de couleur en Kelvin 2.700 extra blanc chaud

Pied de lampe dimensions ∅ 23 cm

remplacement des ampoules : sur le site meme

Flux lumineux total en LM 900

Dimensions H 98 - 148 cm

Description

The Less'n'more Stereo-SL is height-adjustable from 98 cm to 148 cm. The
lamp can be tilted by 20 degrees at the base. The floor lamp has two lamp
heads that can be rotated separately by 350 degrees. The two lamp heads of
the Stereo-SL can be switched and dimmed separately. This allows the lamp to
emit direct and / or indirect light at the same time. The scope of delivery
includes a translucent light sail that can be placed over the lamp heads so that
the light can be directed completely into the light sail. The light can also be
directed into the light sail as well as downwards or upwards by adjusting the
two lamp heads differently.

The element on top of the lamp heads is reminiscent of a microphone. The
lamp heads and the height-adjustable lamp rod are made of solid aluminum
and are available in the surfaces polished aluminum and matt black. The
polished concrete lamp base has a great stability and is offered in grey, white
and matt black lacquer. The Stereo-SL by Less'n'more can also be operated via
a USB connection in addition to the conventional power supply.
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